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Our cover story this year is about the
children who are invisible in society.
These are the lost children of the world;
children starting life without a birth
certificate. One in three babies born
across the world each year are not
registered – over 50 million children.
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THE FORGOTTEN
GENERATION
THE STORY OF INDIA’S

LOST, UNREGISTERED AND
NAMELESS CHILDREN

Our identity is one of our most valued
possessions. We treasure it, we are formed by
it. Love, belonging and connection are the
universal sources of well-being. According to
the U.N. it is a fundamental human right.
“The child shall be registered immediately after birth
and shall have the right from birth to a name, the right
to acquire a nationality and as far as possible, the right
to know and be cared for by his or her parents.”
Article 7 of the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the
Child (CRC), 1989.

Birth registration is a permanent and official record of
every human’s existence. Globally, despite Article 7,
U.N Convention on the Rights of the Child, 36% of all
births in the world are not registered, leaving more
than forty-eight million children under the age of five
with no legal identity and no formal claim on any state.
Millions of other children are born stateless or become
undocumented as a result of migration. In India, of the
26 million children born every year, 10 million go
unregistered – that’s over double the population of
Ireland.
Children not registered at birth are denied the right to
an official identity, a recognised name and a
nationality. With no document to prove how old they
are, or even who they are, they join millions facing
discrimination and are unable to access healthcare and
education.
In addition, tens of thousands of children who have fled
traffickers of child labour have no idea where they have
come from or to whom they belong. This year the film
‘Lion’ brought the plight of these children into the
spotlight. The global reaction to the Oscar nominated
and critically acclaimed film is in part a response to the
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denial of identity, a sign of our deep human need to
have our identity documented, both in life and in death.
Such papers name and locate us: we know who we are
and that we belong.

The Impact of Registration
on Society

Lion is a true story of endurance, love and, above all,
hope. Its protagonist Saroo survived a harrowing time
alone on the streets of Kolkata, something no child
should ever endure. The same extraordinary strength
which enabled this little boy to survive so many
dangers inspired his courageous journey through India
to search for his mother and ultimately his identity.
Even though Saroo was adopted into a loving family in
Tasmania, that sense of who he was and where he came
from never left him. Today, along with the ten million
unregistered children in India there are countless others
like Saroo, the 'lost' children with whom we work,
countless children who would love to be reconnected
with their families, to know where they came from, to
have an identity.

Who are the unregistered children?
Children of the poor and the marginalised are
unregistered. These children are a target for child
traffickers without the protection that a birth
certificate provides. They are also vulnerable to early
marriage, child labour or detention and persecution as
an adult, all of which are ongoing abuses in India.
Birth registration and identity, knowing who we are and
where we came from is something we take for granted
in the developed world, but the importance of
registration, or the lack of it, goes beyond the
individual.

The value of birth registration and identity as a
fundamental human right needs to find focus in India.
Birth registration is the starting line, and everything
possible must be done to give every child a decent start
in life.
Sometimes it is difficult to find the words to aptly
describe the injustices there are in our world.
Sometimes words do not seem like enough, the right
words heard by the right people, at the right time are
always necessary. Words have the power to change the
world by inspiring those who hear them into action.
Silence is unacceptable.
Thanks to the support of people like you, HOPE’S work
and capacity building in the poorest communities in
Kolkata is teaching young mothers the value of
registration. We are training community leaders to be
agents of change. HOPE sees rising numbers of child
registrations from such programmes. There is need for
considerable more work to be done before every child
in the world’s second most populous country can claim
the right to a legal identity so that they will know who
they are, that they matter, and that they belong in this
world.
This page and cover photo by Mark Carey Photography
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STORIES

OF HOPE

ANJALI

MALLIKA

- HOPE Protection Home

- HOPE Crèche

Anjali first came to Kolkata when her father passed
away, which forced her at five years old, her mother,
grandmother and younger brother to migrate from
Bihar state to live on the streets of Kolkata.

Mallika comes from a
family of eight who live in
the recently registered
slum of Bhagar, beside one
of Howrah Municipal
Corporation’s
largest
dumps. Mallika’s family
are rag-pickers and rely on
the small income they
generate from selling
pieces of rubber, seeds,
metal, paper, plastic, wood etc, that they collect from the
dump and sell to middlemen to be recycled. Each day,
150 trucks full of the city’s waste are added to the dump,
including hospital waste (used bandages, syringes etc.)
and dead animals.

BUMBA
– The HOPE Hospital
Bumba first came into
HOPE’s care in 2013 after he
was found abandoned in
Howrah Railway Station. He
was brought to the HOPE
Hospital where he was
diagnosed with cerebral palsy
which means if left alone, he
would have been defenceless and vulnerable to abuse
or trafficking. Tragically, it is common for disabled
children to be abandoned as parents in slums or on the
streets are too poor to properly care for them and
usually have other children to support.
Bumba is now 7 years old and has received treatment
and physical therapy in the HOPE Hospital. He loves
being with people, being taken on walks and is loved
by everyone with his beautiful brown eyes so full of
hope and a smile that would melt your heart. He has
brought many a smile to the faces of the other
patients, volunteers and staff who have looked after
him.
Bumba has recently left the HOPE Hospital to be cared
for by the Missionaries of Charity. It was extremely
tough to say goodbye to him and a few tears were
shed. However we are all delighted for Bumba and
wish him the best of luck and happiness in his new
home.
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The streets of Kolkata are extremely dangerous,
especially for girls, who are vulnerable to abuse,
kidnapping and trafficking, as well as being denied
safety, education and a childhood. Anjali’s mother
struggled to provide the only income for the family,
who were living in severe poverty.
Anjali came into the care of HOPE and was placed in a
protection home. She is now doing really well in Class
X. She is bright and talented and enjoys drawing and
dancing. Anjali recently won 1st prize in an art
competition in her home, with a beautiful drawing of
two peacocks by a sunset.

This waste is extremely polluting to the local
environment and causes skin diseases, tuberculosis, UTIs,
respiratory problems and lung infections in every family.
Bhagar slum has only one water source and 12 toilets for
340 households, about 2,000 people. Children from the
age of three or four are forced to scavenge through the
dump in the scorching heat, some even without shoes, to
help provide financial support for their families. Since
little Mallika was enrolled in Bhagar crèche drop-in
centre, she no longer has to risk her health and safety in
the dump.
She is a very bright child and attends the crèche every
day. She is a first generation learner in her family and is
learning how to read and write the alphabet, songs and
rhymes and about hygiene. Mallika is preparing to be
enrolled in school. She has received sponsorship through
The Hope Foundation which has changed her life and will
allow her to continue her education in the local school,
then go on to high school and college. She will have all of
the opportunities in life that she would have otherwise
been denied without access to education.

RIPON MOLLA
Ripon Molla who recently turned 15 year old, was taken into
HOPE’s care in 2012. Ripon’s life is quite unique insofar as he
has a physical condition called Duchenne Pseudo Muscular
Hypertrophy, a progressive neuromuscular disorder rendering
him with little or no use of his limbs. While Ripon’s condition
unfortunately leaves him physically restricted, on the contrary
Ripon’s mental ability is vast. He is a very intelligent teenager
with a keen interest in natural sciences.
He thrives on new information and his reading progresses with
every successive science chapter. He recently asked during a
one-on-one science lesson how gas is compressed into a
cylindrical form and stored in a container. The question he posed
in English, his third language, given his native Bengali and Hindi
tongue. Ripon’s interest in sport is infectious. He is a loyal
Calcutta Knights fan (the local cricket team who play in the IPL)
and also the Kolkata soccer team which play in the Super
League. Ripon can easily recite the past winners, players and
scores of both the IPL and Superleague.
He is extremely particular about his few belongings and has the
neatest pencil case in all of Kolkata! While he thrives on new
factual information, Ripon quietly craves human attention,
praise and encouragement. As his condition lends itself to a
more isolated than usual existence, given his lack of
participation in formal education or sports activity, Ripon
benefits from one-on-one tuition. Ripon is without an official
guardian (his mother died when he was 8 and his father is a
low-earning rickshaw driver with no contact) and is acutely
aware (in a matter-of-fact kind of way) and appreciative of the
importance of HOPE in his life. While Ripon’s physical condition
is degenerative, it is hoped that with a stimulated and nurtured
mind he will happily and comfortably enjoy the remainder of his
teenage years.

April 2017

Teresita Kelly
HOPE Volunteer
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STORIES OF
SICW

CHANGE

TANAYA MANNA
- SPONSORSHIP

with HOPE’s Partners

Tanaya is 22 years old
and has a younger sister Sayani, who is
studying in Class XI.
She comes from a
small
village
in
Janubasan in West
Bengal and the family
live in a small
thatched house. Her
father works as a daily
wage labourer and
with his wife, also
makes incense sticks
to sell in the village.
The family income is
meagre and they struggled a lot to educate Tanaya until
Class X. Her parents were keen on her continuing her
higher education as she scored 81% in her Secondary
Examination. However, they were not able to support
the cost of her going further.
Being aware of the importance of education, the family
wanted Tanaya to fulfil her potential and to become an
independent woman. They approached SICW and with
aid from The Hope Foundation, she joined Class XI and
began studying Science. She went on to achieve 84% in
her Higher Secondary examination. Her high scores
helped her to then enrol in Midnapore College, where
she achieved a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
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Honours degree, scoring 74% in her final year. She was
encouraged to pursue Masters in Science and with the
support of The Hope Foundation, she is now studying
for a Master’s degree in Chemistry.
Tanaya attends seminars in organic chemistry and
actively participates in all the extra-curricular
activities of the college. She has a natural flair for art,
plays badminton and carom and is an all-rounder.
Tanaya’s parents are very proud of her. She is the first
generation in her family to access education and is
well on the way to achieving her goals.

PURNIMA
Purnima is five years old and came to SICW in July
2011 through the Child Welfare Committee. She has
developmental delay and chromosomal abnormalities
and cannot speak. After receiving intensive
intervention from SICW’s physiotherapists, she has
achieved head/neck control, is able to nod her head,
raise her hands, clap and tries to imitate her teacher
while doing exercises. When she is very happy, she
laughs, nods her head and claps her hands.
Purnima participates enthusiastically in class and
thoroughly enjoys rhymes, playing with the drum and
seeing herself in the mirror. Purnima has a beautiful
smile and loves to sit with the other students,
observes various activities and participates happily in
group activities. She loves social gatherings, festivals
and programs.

RIYA- SICW & UMEED
Riya, a 13 year old girl was abandoned by her parents and declared neglected by
the Juvenile Welfare Board. She came into the care of SICW in 2004 at only two
days old. She was severely underweight and was diagnosed with Hydrocephalus,
Sensory Neural Deafness and delayed development.
However after receiving intensive care and physiotherapy, she is now sitting on a
special chair without support. She is also able to walk a few steps using her gaiters
with support and is able to grasp objects and eat solid food.
Riya attends Janseva Community Centre (UDAAN) every morning and attends the
evening class at UMEED. Riya is a very happy and friendly child and loves to
communicate with her teachers and peers through her gestures.

HOPE CHILD
SPONSORSHIP
A donation of €21 each month helps
one child through education. Your
sponsorship also includes support for
health and nutrition. Where HOPE has
intervened, school retention has
increased from 25% to 75%. Sponsor a
street child today and you will change
his/her life forever.

Call: 021 429 2990
Email: office@hopefoundation.ie
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SCHOOL IMMERSION PROGRAMME
2016/2017

Students’ Feedback

Dear Teachers and Parents,

Harry Drohan, Rockwell College, Cashel.
“Words cannot describe the experience that I had over the last week, I have made so
many brilliant memories that I will never forget and it has shown me how happy
people can be even though they have very little.”

Gwen Kelleher, Mount Mercy College, Cork
“It was life changing and eye opening, and it really has encouraged me
to do so much more work with The Hope Foundation in Kolkata.
It has really made me see a purpose
in life and how I can help a child thousands of miles away.”

We are very proud that over 50 schools with their students
participated in HOPE’s 2016/2017 Development Education School
Immersion Programme.
Since 2003 HOPE has worked closely with Irish secondary schools to
offer transition year and fifth year students the unique opportunity
to travel to Kolkata, making a real difference to the lives of street and
slum children, their families and communities.
We would be delighted to hear from any school, teacher or student
who is interested in finding out more about HOPE and our Schools
Immersion Programme.

Maureen Forrest, Hon. Director

Madeleine Cummins, Schools Programme Manager
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Johanna Finn, Our Lady’s Secondary School, Templemore.

Teachers’ Feedback
This Programme has been a life-changing experience both for the staff and students. I am hearing it
from all the students and their families and I have no doubt they will carry this experience with them
through their future lives and it will help shape the adult they become. We were all looked after so
well from start to finish. The hotel was lovely, the food was plentiful and very good, the timetable was
busy but allowed down time to recover too. The schedule went like clockwork, buses on time all of
the time, the projects were amazing. The work being done by HOPE is inspirational, the difference it
is making to the lives of so many children is so encouraging and they are making fantastic use of
every cent they receive. I am so glad to have been afforded the chance to witness the hard work in
person and for my students to be included in the very heart of your work. Thank you to HOPE and all
of your staff, volunteers and guides. Keep up the good work.
Joan Kennedy, Rockwell College

“Visiting Kolkata was a trip I will never forget, it made me experience life in another
country that is completely different to mine. It made me so grateful and I want to visit
again.”

Seán Houlihan, Ballincollig Community School.
“The HOPE Immersion Programme is a once in a lifetime opportunity. It isn't easy
but it is definitely worthwhile.”

Rebecca Batt, Christ King Secondary School.
"I am so grateful that I had the opportunity to be a part of the HOPE Immersion
Programme. I can honestly say that I will carry my experience in Kolkata with me
throughout my life."
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SCHOOL IMMERSION
2016 - 2017

Molly O'Shea
from Newtown
Waterford in
Chitpur Créche

Colaiste Treasa Kanturk with Maureen Forrest
BCS Lismore, Meanscoil Ring, Loreto
Secondary School Fermoy, Glanmire CC

Ballincollig
Community
Ballincollig Community School School

Clonmel CBS

Davis College Mallow, Millstreet Community
School, Ashton School Cork

Group shot of students dancing with children

Rochestown
College

Danu Ní Thuama from Coláiste Muire
Realt na Mara Crosshaven

Presentation College

Kings Hospital

Vivienne Doyle from Christ King

Dean Savage
Pobalscoil na Trionoide

Dearbhla Richardson of
Coláiste Daibheid

Teacher
Roisin
Regina Mundi Cork Egan from
and Our Lady's
Rockwell
Templemore
College

Loreto
Secondary
School
Fermoy

St Marys
Mallow

St Francis Rochestown
and Pobalscoil na
Trionoide Youghal

Supervising adults from Clongowes Woods and
Newtown enjoying St Patrick's Day in Kolkata

Scoil Ruain
Killenaule

Gaelcholaiste Choilm Cork,
St Marys Macroom
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Molly O'Connor
from Mount Mercy College

Newtown
students
enjoying
St Patrick's
Day in Kolkata

Coláiste an Chroi Naofa,
Carraig na bhFear

Midleton
College

Teacher Kelly
Motherway from
Pobalscoil na
Trionoide Youghal

Student Kate Phelan
from Ursuline
Convent Tipperary
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THIRD LEVEL

A sincere THANK YOU to all of the students and teachers who
represented their schools, communities and families, and took part in
HOPE’s Development Education and Schools Immersion Programme
during the 2016/2017 school year. You have made a difference!
CORK
Ashton School
Ballincollig Community School
Bandon Grammar School
Christ the King
Clonakilty Community School
Colaiste an Chroi Naofa, Carraig na bhFear
Scoil Mhuire gan Smal, Blarney
Colaiste Daibheid, Cork City
Coláiste Muire Buttevant
Coláiste Muire Realt na Mara Crosshaven
Colaiste Treasa Secondary School Kanturk
Davis College
Gaelcholáiste Choilm
Glanmire Community College
Kinsale Community College
Loretto Secondary School Fermoy
Midleton College
Millstreet Community School
Patrician Academy
Pobalscoil na Trionoide
Mount Mercy College
Regina Mundi College
Scoil Mhuire Kanturk
St Angela’s College
St Francis College Rochestown
St Mary’s Secondary School Charleville
St Mary’s Secondary School Macroom
St Mary’s Secondary School Mallow
St Mary’s Secondary School Midleton
DUBLIN
Alexandra College Milltown
Gaelcholáiste na Mara Arklow
Kings Hospital Palmerstown

LIMERICK
Castletroy College
Coláiste Ide agus Iosaef Abbeyfeale
Coláiste Iosaef Killmallock
Desmond College
Gaelcholáiste Luimnigh
Hazelwood College
Laurel Hill

Castletroy College, Gaelcholaiste Luimnigh, Scoil Mhuire, St Mary's Charleville, Desmond College,
Colaiste Mhuire, Hazelwood College, Laurel Hill, Colaiste Iosaef Kilmallock.

Morgan Connolly
Castletroy College

Laurel Hill students

Froebel Group June 2016

Ciaran
McCarthy,
Colaiste
Mhuire
Buttevant,
John Butler
(teacher
Gaelcholaiste
Luimnigh)
Niall Nicholas
(teacher)

Morgan Connolly Castletroy College

KILDARE
Clongowes Wood College
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Gaelcholaiste Luimnight Students

Grainne O’Donnell

The Froebel
HOPE Teacher
Education Partnership

WATERFORD
Blackwater Community School
De La Salle College
Meanscoil San Nioclas
Newtown School
TIPPERARY
CBS High School Clonmel
Our Lady’s Secondary School
Templemore
Presentation College Thurles
Rockwell College
Scoil Ruáin
Ursuline Secondary
School Thurles

The UCC Hope Foundation
Society 2016/17

In its 9th year, the Froebel HOPE Teacher
Education Partnership has brought up to 200
newly qualified teachers from Ireland to Kolkata
for five-week periods to co-teach with their
Bengali teaching colleagues across HOPE
Education centres and state schools.
An incremental increase in the uptake of HOPE
teachers to state school positions has been
reported annually since 2015, recognising the
success implementation of a Froebelian
play-based approach and the experience and skill
of HOPE teachers in supporting children’s
individual learning difficulties and needs. The
support of three Education Coordinators of the
Froebel HOPE Partnership has been instrumental
to all progress made.

Our society has been growing from strength to
strength over the past few years and this progress
was extremely evident this year when we signed
up over 1,000 new members at the UCC societies
day and had a committee of 16 members who met
weekly to discuss different fund-raising and
awareness-raising events. We had a jam-packed
year from table quizzes, swap shops, a volunteer
information night
and bake sales to
our annual colour
run, hands of hope
event and concerts.
We were very
happy with the
success of our
events this year and
we cannot wait to
continue to expand
and to promote the
self-less work of
HOPE in UCC. Many of our committee this year
travelled with HOPE last summer to work as
volunteers in Kolkata for six weeks, and it is
evident of the special place HOPE has in their
hearts in the dedication they put into the
society this year.

Under heart-breaking circumstances, the UCC HOPE Society
organized a tribute concert in memory of our beloved friend
and volunteer Grainne O’Donnell, who passed away
suddenly earlier this year. Grainne was a giver with a huge
heart and wherever she went she shared her light and love.
In Kolkata she brought so many smiles to so many faces and
lifted hearts when they were falling low. Grainne worked on
various different projects while she was in Kolkata and she
brought her unique sense of humour, caring nature and smile
to every single one of them. She loved playing with the kids
and it was obvious that she made them so happy. It was an
absolute pleasure to work with her and we wanted to
remember her time spent in Kolkata by donating something
small for the Bhorukha home in Grainne’s name. Grainne left
a light in everyone that knew her, a light that we will
continue to carry and share with those who need it most.
The Hope Foundation would like to sincerely thank all of
Grainne’s family and friends who have donated to HOPE
in Grainne’s memory. These funds will go to the
Bhorukha ‘Snehneer’ Protection Home; a home for
HIV-infected and affected children which was one of the
projects that Grainne worked on during her time in
Kolkata with HOPE.
We at HOPE and our project beneficiaries are humbled
and grateful for having had Grainne’s bright presence in
all our lives. Thank you Grainne for all that you gave and
continue to give; your light shines on in all the lives you
have touched.
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VOLUNTEERS

Teresita Kelly’s EXPERIENCE

This afternoon I
visit G2B Girls
Home, a
residential
home for
girls aged 13-18
years of age and
tonight I am
going to an IPL
game with two volunteers, Sive and Emma, and a local
Indian friend!
The hardest aspect I’ve found of being a volunteer is
trying to leverage your skills and implement them in a
way that is worthwhile. It is easy to feel useless in an
unstable environment to people whose lives have been
and are challenging, but that is the reality.

I wanted a change in my life and to do something
meaningful. I researched charities and NGOs in Ireland
and abroad and I liked HOPE’s core values and aims. I
was impressed by the transparency in HOPE’s work.
In Kolkata, everything is vibrant and the ordinary is
strikingly captivating. The streets are lined with people,
huts, dumps, cars, autos, bikes, children, fruits,
vegetables, rats - it’s a paradox of diversity - capturing
all of the senses.
There is no such thing as a typical day here. For
example, today started off with a basketball training
session with children from one of the Girls’ Homes
from 7am-8.15am. After that, I visited HOPE Hospital
in Taratala, to see Ripon, one of my students from a
boys’ residential home who I teach science one-on-one.
Ripon is 15 and his mobility is limited, as he has
Duchenne Pseudo Muscular. Today we chatted about
IPL (Indian Premier League for cricket), his favourite
team (Kolkata Knight Riders), his favourite jersey (Royal
Challengers Bangalore), and the difference between
channa chur with or without peanuts!
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This is what led to a few of us volunteers starting the
basketball coaching three times a week a couple of
months ago. I felt the benefit of organised physical
exercise would benefit the girls physically and
mentally, as well as build their confidence. We sourced
a basketball ring from Delhi and got it permanently
fixed near the Girls’ Home. Hand-eye co-ordination was
quite weak, as most have never cycled a bicycle. The
girls love it and are surprising themselves at how
quickly they are developing. They thrive on
encouragement and it has been good for their
confidence, co-ordination and social skills.
I feel like
the highlight
of being
a volunteer
will be the
feeling I get
when I have
completed
my
placement
and feel I have made a difference. I feel like the best is
yet to come!

MAGUIRE
FAMILY
all travel
to Kolkata
with HOPE

Yoga For

HOPE

22nd October - 4th November 2017

Our family of
six, Dad - Frank,
Mum - Tilly and
four daughters Julie, Alice, Sally
and Pattie (all students in St Angela’s College) have all
travelled to Kolkata with The Hope Foundation as part
of the School Immersion Programme. The Maguire
family’s HOPE adventure began in 2011.
Julie travelled in 2011 and Alice in 2012. Alice returned
in 2013, along with mum Tilly who went as a
supervisor. Sally was the third sibling to travel in 2014.
In April 2017, Pattie, the youngest, travelled over. Tilly
and Frank also travelled this year as supervisors.
The immediate view of the entire family was, in the
first instance, the sense of shock experienced that so
many people in Kolkata live in such poor physical
conditions - on the dumps, in the slums, and under the
highway bridges.
However, the other view was the sheer pride
experienced that an Irish organisation could have such
a profound impact on so many people- through the
provision of safe refuge accommodation, education for
the most vulnerable street children and healthcare
through the HOPE Hospital, which provides medical
care to the poorest people in Kolkata.
In eighteen years The Hope Foundation has created a
very positive change for the poorest people of Kolkata,
long may that great work continue. The Maguire’s are
very proud to support the work of HOPE.

loved it and cried when I saw the mountain. We arrived
in the dark so I got up about five to watch the sunrise
and it was the most beautiful sight I have ever seen. The
return trip was much better with a lovely stop off at the
Big Budda, what a sight!
The Brothers are just great guys and were so
attentive, nothing was too much bother. Returning to
Kolkata I settled in grand and then we were off to HOPE
projects. It was great to see them all, get involved and be
hands on. I loved Foundation Day and felt so proud to be
Irish... Maureen is a legend for sure and to see the work
first-hand is really special.” Breda McDonald

“It was a great experience and wonderful to see the
improvement and progress in the past four years. Your
wonderful support made our journey possible, thank
you.” Joe Faulkner
“I really enjoyed the Yoga for HOPE experience in India,
it was wonderful. Suzi, Gillian and Mella were great. I got
a lot out of it for myself too this time and I was so
pleased to meet the kids...it makes all the fundraising
worthwhile.” Teresa Owens

Join us on a Yoga experience unlike any other,
designed for Yoga enthusiasts and teachers to
engage in a spiritual journey of healing and to
share their knowledge and pass on the gift to the
children in HOPE’s protection homes in Kolkata.
“I feel so privileged and blessed to have been part of
this year’s ‘Yoga for HOPE’. I went with no
expectations and was blown away, pushed out of my
comfort zone, all emotions, high and low... an amazing
trip, exciting and challenging. The journey to Pelling
was tough, I thought we would never get there but I

Donal and Mella Murphy

Yoga for HOPE 2017

“It was an amazing experience, a rollercoaster and a
total eye opener in terms of the poverty. The kids we
met were amazing as were all the HOPE staff and
volunteers. Thank you for organising everything, it was
very well planned and we all felt very safe and supported. The group was lovely and bonded nicely. It was great
that so many of the volunteers had been so many times.
Very inspiring!” Elaine Harris

Guided by group leaders Gillian Houlihan & Suzi von
Mensenkampff the programme also includes a 5-day
Yoga retreat in the Himalayas, Pranic Healing, a 2-day
workshop with a Yoga Master, meditation with Yoga in
the Himalayas and Kolkata, sightseeing including Saint
Teresa’s. You will also get to visit some of HOPE’s
projects and see your fundraising in action. This
spiritual journey will take place from 22nd October to
4th November.

To join this year’s group, please email:
susan@hopefoundation.ie
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HOPE U Can Paint

On arriving in Kolkata
the first thing that hit
me as I came out of
the airport was the
noise, the chorus of
beeping from car
horns was pretty
deafening.

“

HIMALAYAN
WALK

by Helen Mullarkey
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Helen Mullarkey
took part in the
Himalayan Walk
experience in
November 2016.

I visited some boys
and girls homes where
I
really
enjoyed
engaging with the
children of all ages.
Helen and Maureen Forrest
On my visit to the HOPE Hospital I was blown away
with the cleanliness of the hospital and the staff were
so friendly.
I especially enjoyed
my time with the
children in one of
the slum preschools
although I found the
heat and flies pretty
overpowering
as
were the amount of
children in such a
small area. My
memory is of lots of
smiling happy faces,
what an amazing job
those teachers are
Helen meets Bumba
doing.
at HOPE Hospital
On the walk in both Kalimpong and Pelling I had the
pleasure of meeting some very interesting and
incredible people in the beautiful little villages and got
the chance to show my dancing skills as we popped
into a school en route. They were having a celebration
and BBQ, which was so much fun.

The Cork Life Centre

28th - 5th November 2017
Trudy O’Halloran, Group Leader,
Terence McSwiney Community College
The 2016 HOPE Himalayan group
I went out on the HOPE night ambulance which again
was a real eye opener to see the amount of people
living on the streets but yet these people, although
they have very little, are so upbeat. It made me realise
how much we have but yet we are not always happy.
Lastly, the most emotional part of this trip was my
visit to one of the dumps, seeing the children and
women salvaging for stuff to sell so they can make a
living and the horrific smell was very moving. I have to
say I shed a few tears and was silenced for quite some
time. This was my first trip to Kolkata and the
Himalayas but I hope to make a return visit in 2018.
Thank you so much to The Hope Foundation for doing
such an incredible job for the children and their
families in Kolkata.”

The HOPE U Can Paint programme is a unique
opportunity to paint HOPE’s crèches and homes. You
will also visit some of our projects to see your
fundraising in action. You don’t need to be an artist;
you only need to be enthusiastic about helping to give
children a brighter future. Participants are asked to
fundraise to help HOPE’s projects and will have an
opportunity in Kolkata to spend time with the children
who live in the HOPE homes and children who benefit
from HOPE’s work.

What did the students say?

Terence MacSwiney
Community College and
Cork Life Centre 2017

The Himalayan Walk group visit the
Ashirbad Boys Home

This year’s Walk will take place from
28th October - 12th November 2017
For more information :

admin@hopefoundation.ie

Terence MacSwiney Community College

We loved Foundation Day.
It was amazing to see all those
who had completed schooling because
of HOPE and also seeing the amount of children
perform on stage that HOPE works with spoke
volumes. Seeing such huge numbers really brought
home how much is being done in Kolkata.

“Really enjoyed the painting projects, I loved
helping others and felt very welcomed.”
“I would 100% go back…I will never forget this
experience… I look at everything differently now,
in a good way.”
“I had a great experience in Kolkata with
HOPE…I’m so glad to have been given the
opportunity to do it.”

It was an honour to be part of the "HOPE U can Paint"
week, knowing you're helping to make a difference no
matter how small. Having the itinerary was great as
we knew what each day had in store for us. It was jam
packed, from HOPE Protection Homes, temples, city
tours, visiting the HOPE Life Skills Centre, it was fantastic.
The painting projects were a great way of getting
students from Terence MacSwiney & the Cork Life
Centre to mix, both schools just gelled from day one,
we all got on so well together.

“Thank you for giving me an amazing,
life-changing experience.”

“It was a life-changing experience, I really liked it.”
“It was amazing to help the kids with the painting
and the visits to the projects was the best part of
the week.”
Students from Terence MacSwiney Community
College presenting their fundraising for “HOPE U
Can Paint” to Ciara Murray and Susan Forrest,
HOPE.

To join this year’s group, please email:

ciara@hopefoundation.ie
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Mark Seymour’s Street
Photography Workshop

" I booked on to this course because
of my interest in street photography
and because of my ongoing support
of The Hope Foundation. Marks
approach to street photography was
an eye opener: very informative
sympathetic and insightful. His
selection of locations gave great
opportunities for creative street
photography. Mark is an excellent
professional photographer in his own
right and he is a superb teacher, I
really enjoyed learning from him and
being in his company. I have no
hesitation in recommending this
course to anyone with an interest in
street photography "

1 8 t h - 2 2 n d N ove m b e r 2 0 1 7
HOPE’s photography workshop with Mark Seymour will continue in Kolkata this
year from 18th-22nd November 2017.
The workshop enables you to spend five amazing days with Mark Seymour,
capturing and documenting life on the streets of Kolkata. This is a unique
cultural experience and is a professionally organised course. It covers a variety
of inspiring locations which are sure to result in a unique portfolio.
Last year we hosted 13 participants across two groups raising over £7,000!
Participants returned with not only a great collection of images but also a keen
determination to continue their support in the UK.
Sean Lenihan in Kolkata.

Sean Lenihan
Irish child sponsor

“I have been doing street photography for a number of years
but Mark showed me some techniques and composition ideas I
had never even thought of and I came away with some
fantastic shots. I would certainly recommend you attend any of
Mark’s courses as I’m sure you will come away with some new
found knowledge and skills – thanks Mark”

Steve Beckett
Photographer

”

The 2016 group in Kolkata
For more information or to take part in the 2017 programme, please get in touch or visit:
www.hopefoundation.ie
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"A few years ago I travelled to Kolkata to photograph the
streets and people as part of a trip through The Hope
Foundation. My photos capture the very young through to the
very old, living, working and getting on with their daily lives. My
favourite images are of the children at play, just like children all
around the world, enjoying climbing,
exploring and making up their own games. The difference was
in where they were found playing, not play parks and gardens,
instead railway lines and amongst the confined spaces between
the homes and make-shift buildings. The Hope Foundation
works to improve the lives of the street connected children in
Kolkata and I am really proud to work with them and offer a 5
day training workshop each November.

Mark Seymour
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News
NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Our Hon Director Maureen was delighted to meet
Terry George Director of Hotel Rwanda and
writer of “In the name of the Father” at the Irish
Consulate during her fundraising visit to NYC in
November.

Charlotte Nagle (HOPE Communications and
development education officer) Alfonso Paradinas
(Girl2Be) Christina Paradinas (Girl2Be) with their
daughter Urmila pictured.
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LOVE AT LAST
Founder of Yoga for HOPE, Mella Murphy
has published a beautiful collection of
inspirational quotes, ‘Love at Last’, and
a set of inspirational cards, with
proceeds in aid of The Hope Foundation.
Mella has also launched her book
‘Simplicity’, a beautiful collection of
inspirational quotes stemming from her
time spent in India. Mella has also
created a card set version, which can
provide a positive and reaffirming thought for the day.
Mella has said, “In 2006, my heart expanded to include the
street and slum children of Kolkata. My experience with the
Hope Foundation charity was responsible for that. As my heart
expanded I began to realise that by keeping life simple the
world could be a better place for all of us and from my heart
came the little book Simplicity.”
The books and card sets are available to buy (€10 each plus
p+p) at www.hopeshop.ie

LAWYERS RUN FOR HOPE

CORK LUNCH

The Hope
Foundation were
honoured to be a
new charity
partner of the
Calcutta Run, the
legal profession’s
annual charity
fundraiser,
organised and
supported by the
Law Society of Ireland, as well as solicitors and legal firms.
The run aimed to raise €200,000, for HOPE and the Peter
McVerry Trust. This amazing event will make such an
incredible difference to the children of Kolkata.We thank
you all so much for your support!

A NIGHT OF ADVENTURE FOR HOPE

BUSINESS BREAKFAST RAISES
OVER €13,000 FOR HOPE

Former champion jockey and polar adventurer, Richard
Dunwoody, expedition leader and head of group tours at Wild
Frontiers, Marc Leaderman and Wild Frontiers founder, Jonny
Bealby, shared unique adventure stories in ‘A Night of
Adventure’ in Fota Island Resort in February in aid of HOPE.

Claire Barry pictured left with Jim Barry, Rose McHugh,
Maureen Forrest and Marcus Sperber, Organised a sold
out breakfast in aid of HOPE at the Kingsley Hotel, Cork
Last October.

The trio discussed their travels through places as diverse as
Afghanistan, Antarctica,
Africa and the Old Silk
Road. Wild Frontiers
Adventure Travel support
HOPE through
sponsorship
programmes
for street and slum
Marc leaderman, Jonny Bealby,
children in Kolkata
and fundraising in Ireland Maureen Forrest, Richard
Dunwoody.
and the UK.

DUBLIN LUNCH

This successful
event raised just
over €13k. Jim
spoke on ‘Ireland
in a Volatile World”
Marcus spoke on
‘Real Estate
Investment in a
low interest rate
environment’.
Claire Barry, Jim Barry, Rose McHugh,
Maureen Forrest and Marcus Sperber

L-R: Norah Casey, Lorraine Keane,
Maureen Forrest
Mairead Sorensen has once again
organised a spectacular Dublin Lunch
event at the Intercontinental Hotel with
HOPE Patron Christopher Biggins kindly
hosting.

Our annual Cork Lunch fundraising
event was held in the luxurious
Maryborough Hotel & Spa on
September 9th. Special guest Miriam
O’Callaghan spoke of her experience
visiting HOPE projects in Kolkata and a
wonderful day was had, all in aid of
HOPE. This year, the Lunch takes place
on September 29th and we would love
your support once again.

LIMERICK LUNCH
At the third annual International
Women’s Day Luncheon on
Friday (3rd March), Hope
founder and Hon. Director
Maureen Forrest, MC RTE’s Ruth
Scott and author Moira Geary
(the Recombobulator) joined
forces with The Savoy hotel to
highlight the role of women in
society and raise awareness for
marginalised women and girls in
Kolkata, India.

The 2016 Rose’s Kolkata Experience
“Bhager dump is home to hundreds of people, the numbers are baffling and no words
can provide an adequate sense of the ungodly and inescapable smell of this area. When
HOPE first came, there were countless children digging for food, plastic, glass; anything
worth value to resell, hoping to make 200-300 rupees a week. Since The Hope
Foundation opened a crèche, these children go on to attend school and there are now
plenty of success stories.
In Kolkata I witnessed first-hand that gifts come in all shapes and sizes, standing in a
classroom, I was fortunate enough to witness your gifts in action, the classroom was
funded by HOPE donors. The children receiving an education that they would not do
otherwise. I am so truly grateful for my experience in Kolkata. I witnessed a lot of
heart-breaking situations, but was able to witness the incredible work the Hope
Foundation has accomplished in India. I am so proud to act as an Ambassador for HOPE.

Maggie McEldowney, Rose of Tralee 2016
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Day of
HOPE
2016

Day of HOPE 2016 took place across Dublin, Cork and
Limerick on October 13th, with many school students,
volunteers and companies donating their time to sell
our Butlers HOPE chocolate bars. We would love to
make it bigger and better in 2017 – please get in touch
if you are able to spare an hour or two to help out on
October 11th this year.
Email: office@hopefoundation.ie

SANTA SPLASH

Our annual Santa Splash was held on December 4th, with many
supporters braving the cold Atlantic Ocean at Garretstown Beach
in Cork. Thanks go once again to Áine Bonass, chief organiser of the
event. We’d love to have more Splashers in 2017 so get in touch if
you would like to participate or host a Santa Splash in your area.

PRANIC HEALING IRELAND

HOPE Events 2017/2018

Our Hon.Director Maureen Forrest
was delighted to be a guest at the
reception of the British Ambassador's
residence in Dublin. It was a
wonderful opportunity to meet Prince
Charles and Camilla Duchess of
Cornwall during their visit to Ireland.
Prince Charles had heard about the
work of HOPE in Kolkata, he went on
to mention the friendship between
the late Princess Diana and Mother
Teresa along with his great love of
India.

Madeleine Cummins (HOPE)
pictured accepting a cheque
for €12,500 in aid of HOPE
from Pranic Healing Ireland.
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L-R Susan Foley (PH), Suzi von Mensenkampff (PH), Frank Cummins (HOPE), Gillian Houlihan (PH),
Colm Scanlon (PH), Madeleine Cummins (HOPE), Les Flitcroft (PH), Kathy McKenna (PH), Joan Hunt (PH).

Events

2017/2018

HOPE Dublin Lunch

19th May 2017

Calcutta Run Dublin

20th May 2017

Cork City Marathon

4th June 2017

VHI Dublin City Marathon

5th June 2017

Follow the Camino Portgues

17th August – 24th August

Transition Year Expo

11th & 12th September 2017

HOPE Cork Lunch

29th September 2017

Day of HOPE

11th October 2017

Himalayan Walk

28th October – 12th
November 2017

HOPE U Can Paint

28th October – 5th
November 2017

Yoga For HOPE

22nd October – 4th
November 2017

Foundation Day in Kolkata

1st November 2017

Mark Seymour’s
Street Photography
Workshop

18th – 22nd November 2017

Golf For HOPE Kolkata

November 2017

Cork Santa Splash

December 2017

School Immersion Programme

Jan to April 2018

HOPE Limerick Lunch

March 2018

UCC Colour Run

February 2018
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UK NEWS

Competitive Cycle

A huge thank you to Dassi Bikes, employees from HSBC
& Virgin Money and students from London Business
School for participating in The Competitive Cycle for
HOPE in February. The Canary Wharf Group generously
donated the venue where our participants battled it
out for five hours.

Last year’s Yoga Garden Party was another incredible day and
raised just over £16,500 putting the grand total raised through
this event over the last six years at over £70,000!

There were many winners on the day with HSBC
winning overall, closely followed by Virgin Money.
Get in touch if you would like to enter a team for our
second edition in 2018!
"The Hope Foundation is a charity very close to my
heart. I have personally met the founder Maureen
Forrest who is an absolute inspiration. It's very rare
you get such opportunities in life to make a
difference. I support HOPE via the Eat4HOPE
campaign at my restaurant Calcutta Street, It’s easy
to set up and really makes a difference. Thank you
HOPE!” - Shrim Chakraborty
Find out how you can support the campaign by
emailing chloe@thehopefoundation.org.uk or
calling 020 8133 0863.
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Yoga Garden Party

The Eat4HOPE campaign partners with restaurants
where a discretionary donation of £1 towards HOPE
is added to the bill for every table that dines. This
campaign is kindly sponsored by Wild Frontiers
Foundation and supported by Rebel Hospitality.

Thank you for making it happen!

A big thank you to all our volunteers and fundraisers in
the UK. We cannot tell you how much we appreciate your
commitment and support! It has been another successful
year for HOPE UK as we have increased the charitable
funds transferred to the projects in Kolkata by 39%. Our
Child Sponsorship programme has also increased at a
strong pace and we would like to say a special thank you
to the child sponsors for their ongoing support. It has
been an amazing year and from all of us at HOPE and
from the children in Kolkata – THANK YOU!

Eat4HOPE launches in the UK

The Yoga Garden Party 2017
will take place on Saturday
29th July at Bore Place, Kent.
You can also enjoy of a
weekend of yoga with Simon
Low around the Yoga Garden
Party from Friday 28th July Sunday 30th July. Don’t forget
to pop the dates in your diary!

In January, we hosted our first UK school visit to Kolkata with students from Wellington College in
Berkshire getting to experience life in India and witnessing first-hand the brilliant work done by the HOPE
team in Kolkata.

If a yoga weekend isn’t enough, you can join the Yoga Garden
Party trip to Kolkata, taking place from 6th - 13th January 2018.
You will be able to experience daily yoga with Simon Low, Ruth
McNeil and Vikki Stevenson, as well as visit HOPE’s projects and
explore one of the world’s most colourful cities.

We are also extremely pleased to announce that we can now also offer Residential placements in Kolkata
for young people completing their Gold Duke of Edinburgh award (DofE). The Kolkata Residential trip will
allow young people to play an active role in supporting our work across our education and protection
projects in a safe and supervised way.

For bookings and information get in touch on

For more information about our school experience trips and how to get involved email

deisy@thehopefoundation.org.uk or 020 8133 0863.

andrew@thehopefoundation.org.uk or call 020 8133 0863.
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CSR Partners
Joy Global Blindness
Eradication Project
A
new
Blindness
Eradication Project with
the support of our
Indian CSR partners –
Joy Global, started in
May 2016. Developed
by HOPE Hospital who are also implementing the
project, it aims to help eradicate visual health
problems experienced by Kolkata’s Below-PovertyLine
citizens. It also works to increase awareness of eye
health and the need for check-ups, provide
eye-screening and check-up camps for schools and
communities, and provides treatment for any defects
in HOPE Hospital. HOPE is extremely grateful to Joy
Global for its support for this project, which has had
great impact so far.

TFWA Care: Funding for new
Computer Training Centre
TFWA Care have this year funded the establishment of
a new Computer Training Centre in Kolkata to cater for
the growing demand of HOPE’s Computer Training
Course, currently implemented in our Lifeskills
Vocational Training Institute. The newly refurbished
rooftop classrooms, with the addition of 50 new
computers, will allow HOPE to set-up a new training
centre for 240 adolescents and young adults.
Boys and girls aged 15-25 years of age will receive
high-quality vocational training in basic and advanced
computer skills, English, communications skills and
career development classes, an opportunity many of
these youths would often not be afforded. The training

Impact so far…

community eye check-up camps for

48 7,003 slum-dwelling individuals
specialised out-patient eye clinics at
79 HOPE Hospital for 1,027 patients
124 eye operations in HOPE Hospital.
course will follow a practical approach to learning with
hands-on experience during instruction. Modules are
designed so that the candidates can get appropriate
employment to earn a decent wage after completion,
when each trainee will receive a Diploma in Computer
Applications. HOPE is delighted to be supported once
again this year by TFWA Care in helping to provide
sustainable care to some of Kolkata’s most
disadvantaged citizens.
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Davy: Chitpur Creche
Child Sponsorship
HOPE’s CSR partner Davy have
increased their support for HOPE over the past year by
starting an employee sponsorship programme. The
initiative sees Davy employees donating on a monthly
basis to fund child-sponsorship for 20 children who are
currently enrolled in HOPE’s Chitpur Creche.
Chitpur is one of Kolkata’s many slum areas with many
low income daily labourers and slum dwellers who are
unable to send their children to school. The majority of
children in HOPE’s crèches are first-generation learners.
In the crèche, pre-primary education is provided to 60
children aged 3-6 years in a fun, energetic and
child-friendly environment in which children are
encouraged to learn through play. The project also
acts as a
stepping-stone
to mainstream
the children to
formal schools.
The programme
integrates all
aspects of child
care covering
physical,
cognitive,
emotional, social
and cultural
aspects of child
development.
The crèche caregiver uses activity-based and childcentric
methodologies of teaching, using Montessori and
Freobel techniques for the holistic development of each
child. The caregiver also takes responsibility of the
children while they are in the crèche; planning their daily
routines of hygiene, nutrition and immunization and is a
vital component in the continued running of the crèche.

The Wild Frontiers
Foundation supports
HOPE’s training schemes
in Kolkata. A 12-month
traineeship in HOPE’s
restaurant costs £1,250
for a young adult from the
Kolkata slums. During this
traineeship, they learn
invaluable skills in food
and beverage, cooking,
front of house, restaurant
management and marketing to
establish a
career in hospitality.
The
Wild
Frontiers
Foundation is aiming to
raise £10,000 to put 8 young slum dwellers through the extensive restaurant training,
giving them all the skills needed to join past trainees who have gone on to work in 5 star
hotels across Kolkata or set up their own hospitality businesses.

To sponsor or advertise in the 2018 edition of HOPE News,
email: office@hopefoundation.ie

Would you like to include HOPE in your CSR?
Partnering with charities has proven to be hugely valuable to businesses and
their employees and makes life changing differences to vulnerable people.
We are very grateful to organisations that have chosen The Hope Foundation
as part of their corporate social responsibility (CSR) programmes or as
charity partners.
Corporate funding and support is vital to providing secure, sustainable
financial support for our 60 projects in Kolkata. HOPE works in child
protection, healthcare, education, vocational training and rehabilitation. We
offer diverse and relevant partnerships to suit all types of companies.
We welcome skills and products, as well as project funding. To discuss a
partnership with HOPE, please get in touch, Tel: 021 426 29 90 or email
media@hopefoundation.ie

There are many organisations and people that
generously give their time and expertise to The Hope
Foundation. There are too many to list in this newsletter and
some prefer to remain anonymous, but you know who you
are! On behalf of all the children in Kolkata, Thank You!

PAST AND PRESENT SUPPORTERS

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
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✁
B A N K E R S ’

S T A N D I N G

O R D E R

IMPORTANT: When completed, this form should be sent not to your Bank, but to The Hope Foundation.
I, __________________________________________ (full name) wish to make a standing order payable to:
HOPE, AIB Bank 66 South Mall, Cork. Account No. 50677089; Sort Code: 93-63-83, IBAN: IE11 AIBK 9363 8350 6770 89,
BIC: AIBKIE2D
Amount: € __________________ Monthly ❏ Annually ❏
For: Child Sponsorship ❏ Donation ❏

MY BANK DETAILS; Please fill in all details below

Amount in words:

Bank Name:
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

Bank Address:

Preferred Start Date:

___________________________________________________________________

Day __________ Month __________ Year _________

___________________________________________________________________

MY DETAILS:

Bank Account No: __________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________

Sort Code: ________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

IBAN No: _________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

BIC: ______________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

Please debit my/our account number and pay on the date(s)
specified and the amount specified above to HOPE, until
you receive further notice from me/us in writing.

Tel No: ____________________________________________________________

Signature: _________________________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________________________

Date: _____________________________________________________________

THANK YOU FOR HELPING HOPE
When completed please return this form to Hope Foundation, Silverdale Grove, Ballinlough, Cork.
We will contact your bank.

